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PRINCE2™ 2017 Edition - A Pocket Guide Mar 17 2021 - This Pocket Guide supplies a summary of the PRINCE2
method, to provide a quick introduction as well as a structured overview of the method;- Main target Group for this
pocket guide is anyone who wants to get to know the method PRINCE2 or a methodical approach for project
management. The book is also very useful for members of a project management team on a project using the
PRINCE2 method. Furthermore this pocket guide can be used as literature for the preparation of the PRINCE2 2017
Edition Foundation exam;- This pocket guide is based on PRINCE2 2017 Edition;- This pocket book deals with the
processes, themes and principles within project management and PRINCE2.- Tailoring PRINCE2 explains how to fit
the PRINCE2 method onto the specific project circumstances;- A complete but concise description of PRINCE2 2017
Edition, for anyone involved in projects or project management, for only €17,50!
PRINCE2TM 2009 Edition - A Pocket Guide Sep 10 2020 Note: This pocket book is available in several languages:
English, German, French, Dutch. This Pocket Guide supplies a summary of the PRINCE2 method, to provide a quick
introduction as well as a structured overview of the method; Main target Group for this pocket guide is anyone who
wants to get to know the method PRINCE2 or a methodical approach for project management. The book is also very
useful for members of a project management team on a project using the PRINCE2 method. Furthermore this pocket
guide can be used as literature for the preparation of the PRINCE2 2009 Edition Foundation exam; This pocket guide
is based on PRINCE2 2009 Edition; This pocket book deals with processes, themes and principles within project
management and PRINCE2. Tailoring PRINCE2 explains how to fit the PRINCE2 method onto the specific project
circumstances; A complete but concise description of PRINCE2 2009 Edition, for anyone involved in projects or
project management. Available in English, Dutch and French.
Prince2 in Action: Project Management in Real Terms Sep 30 2019 This book can be used as a guide to the
PRINCE2 framework, using everyday language and experiences, and focusing on areas such as product-based
planning, project management, team structure and project flexibility. The translations and illustrations give a reallife context to the method, and provide evidence of how to use (and how not to use) it.
PRINCE2 Made Simple Jan 27 2022 To the newcomer PRINCE2 can represent a bewildering array of jargon. Terms
like 'integrated elements', 'principles', 'themes', 'processes' and 'management and specialist products' can overwhelm
course delegates or self-studiers on first exposure. Understanding what these terms mean in simple language and,
even more important, how all these elements of PRINCE2 fit together, is the major hurdle that needs to be overcome
if the many benefits of the method are to be unlocked. IAN LAWTON is a former chartered accountant, sales
executive, business consultant and IT project manager. Since 2008 he has trained more than 2000 delegates on
PRINCE2 courses. He has worked for some of the market leaders in training provision such as Parity and QA, and
understands how to make the method accessible to newcomers.
Managing Successful Projects with PRINCE2 May 31 2022 PRINCE2 is firmly established as the world's most

practiced method for project management and is globally recognized for delivering successful projects. The updated
2017 guidance, its first since 2009, places a strong emphasis on the scalability and flexibility of the method and on
how best to tailor it to the complexity and specific requirements of a project. The best practice represented by the
PRINCE2 method is supported by a scheme that offers three levels of certification: Foundation, Practitioner and
Professional. The PRINCE2 method comprises of seven themes, principles, and processes and equips practi-tioners
with the skills and knowledge to manage projects in a wide range of environments.
A pocket companion to PMI's PMBOK Guide Fifth edition Aug 29 2019 Note: This pocket book is available in
several languages: English, German, French, Spanish, Dutch.This pocket guide is based on the PMBOK® Guide Fifth
Edition. It contains a summary of the PMBOK® Guide, to provide a quick introduction as well as a structured
overview of this framework for project management. This pocket guide deals with the key issues and themes within
project management and the PMBOK® Guide as follows: - Key terms and definitions in the project management
profession- A short overview of the activities of PMI Inc., the organization and its standards: PMBOK® Guide,
Standard for Project Portfolio Management, Standard for Program Management and other standards.- The
essentials of the Project Lifecycle and Organization. - What are the key project management knowledge areas and
processes? Main target Group for this pocket guide is anyone with an interest in understanding the PMBOK® Guide
framework or a systematic approach for project management. The book is also very useful for members of a project
management team in a project environment using the PMBOK® Guide as a shared reference. A complete but concise
description of the PMBOK® Guide, for anyone involved in projects or project management, for only 15,95!
Directing successful projects with PRINCE2 Feb 02 2020 This title has been designed to be a role specific handbook for
senior managers and project board members, which describes how to oversee projects being managed using
PRINCE2. The guide sets PRINCE2 in the wider context of project management (but still non-specific for industry
sector) and describes or cross-references techniques which support the PRINCE2 method. The title contains chapters
on: the duties and behaviour of the Project Board; the Project Board's activities, covering starting up a project,
authorising initiation, authorising a project, authorising a stage, giving ad hoc direction, authorising closure,
reviewing benefits, tailoring PRINCE2. 'Directing Successful Projects with PRINCE2' forms part of a pair of
publications that are the result of the PRINCE2: 2009 Project to update the PRINCE2 guidance. Its companion is
'Managing Successful Projects with PRINCE2' (ISBN 9780113310593).
Scrum – A Pocket Guide - 2nd edition Jul 29 2019 This pocket guide to Scrum is the one book for everyone who
wants to learn or re-learn about Scrum. The book describes the framework as it was designed and intended, with a
strong focus on the purpose to the rules and adding an historical perspective to Scrum and the Agile movement.
Several elements that were described in the first edition of Scrum - A Pocket Guide (2013) were later added to the
official Scrum Guide. The most noticeable ones are the Scrum Values (2016) and the description of the 3 questions of
the Daily Scrum as a good, yet optional practice (2017). As the balance of society keeps shifting from industrial labor
to digital work, complexity and unpredictability keep increasing. The need for agility through Scrum increases
equally, in and beyond software and product development. This 2nd edition of Scrum - A Pocket Guide offers the
clarity and insights on Scrum that many organizations need, today and in the foreseeable future. Scrum – A Pocket
Guide is an extraordinarily competent book. It flows with insight, understanding, and perception. This should be the
de facto standard handout for all looking for a complete, yet clear overview of Scrum without being bothered by
irrelevancies. (Ken Schwaber, Scrum co-creator) The author, Gunther Verheyen, is a seasoned Scrum practitioner
(2003). Throughout his standing career as a consultant, Gunther has employed Scrum in diverse circumstances. He
was partner to Ken Schwaber and Director of the Professional Scrum series at Scrum.org. He is the founder of
Ullizee-Inc and engages with people and organizations as an independent Scrum Caretaker.
PRINCE2 Agile An Implementation Pocket Guide Oct 04 2022 PRINCE2 Agile: An Implementation Pocket Guide is an
official AXELOS-licensed guide that explains the PRINCE2 Agile framework in clear business language with
practical guidance on how to implement this framework for any project in your organisation. It is ideal for those who
need a readily available reference source to supplement the official AXELOS PRINCE2 Agile guide.
ITIL®4 May 07 2020 The ITIL pocket guides of Van Haren Publishing are since long recognized as the industry
classic guide on the topic of ITIL, in many languages. Over the years this authoritative guide has earned its place on
the bookshelves and in the briefcases of industry experts as they implement best practices within their organizations.
This pocket guide will provide readers with an understanding of the ITIL 4 service management framework, by: *
understanding the key concepts of service management * understanding how the seven ITIL guiding principles can
help an organization adopt and adapt service management * understanding the four dimensions of service
management * understanding the purpose and components of the ITIL service value system * understanding the six
activities of the service value chain, and how they interconnect * knowing the purpose and key terms of 15 of the 34
ITIL practices * understanding seven of these 15 ITIL practices in detail All exam requirements for the ITIL 4

Foundation exam are covered in this pocket guide. It also provides support for everyone who has knowledge of
previous ITIL editions and is looking for a bridge to the new edition. ITIL 4 took a big leap into the modern world of
IT service management, covering the latest principles and practices in a customer-focused, service-centric way,
enabling Agile principles for maximum support of any business. Bron: Flaptekst, uitgeversinformatie.
PRINCE 2 For Dummies Three e-book Bundle: Prince 2 For Dummies, Project Management For Dummies & Lean
Six Sigma For Dummies May 19 2021 Packed with expert advice, this e-book bundle steers you through every step in
the PRINCE2 and project management process - from initial planning to risk management and quality control. It also
covers the techniques of Lean Six Sigma that will help you achieve your business goals by improving both the quality
and efficiency of your projects. PRINCE2 For Dummies is the perfect guide to using this project management
method to help ensure its success. It takes you through every step of a project - from planning and establishing roles
to closing and reviewing - offering practical and easy-to-understand advice on using PRINCE2. Project Management
For Dummies shows business professionals what works and what doesn’t by examining the field’s best practices.
Readers will learn how to organise, estimate and schedule projects more efficiently. Lean Six Sigma For Dummies
outlines the key concepts of this strategy in plain English and explains how you can use it to get the very best out of
your business. Combining the leading improvement methods of Six Sigma and Lean, this winning technique drives
performance to the next level.
PRINCE2® Editie 2017 - Pocket Guide Apr 29 2022 - Deze pocket guide geeft een samenvatting van de
projectmanagementmethode PRINCE2, gebaseerd op PRINCE2 Editie 2017. Het biedt een handzaam en vlot leesbare
samenvatting van de principes, processen en thema’s bij deze populaire methode.- Primaire doelgroep voor dit boek is
iedereen die de methode PRINCE2 wil leren kennen of een methodische aanpak voor projectmanagement. Het boek is
ook erg handig hulpmiddel voor leden van een projectteam bij een project waar PRINCE2 wordt toegepast. Ook kan
het boek worden gebruikt als leerstof voor het PRINCE2 Foundation examen. Note: This pocket book is also available
in English.
Passing the PRINCE2 Exams For Dummies Sep 22 2021 Everything you need to prepare for—and pass—the exams
Does the thought of sitting your PRINCE2 exams bring you out in a cold sweat? Fear not. Passing the PRINCE2
Exams For Dummies is your complete guide to preparing for—and passing—the PRINCE2 Foundation and
Practitioner exams. It's packed with everything you need to learn from both syllabi, plus good advice on revision
techniques. You'll also find example exam questions that enable you to practice, practice, practice. Chapters devoted
to revising each of the PRINCE2 Processes (e.g. initiating a project) and Themes (e.g. change) Revision checklists for
both Foundation and Practitioner exams tell you exactly what you need to learn in preparation for the exams Extra
clarification and plain-English explanations of the more tricky concepts Spot tests to check your understanding as
you go Sample Foundation and Practitioner exam questions for each Theme and Process Relax and shake off those
exams flashbacks of yesteryear—with this guide, you've got it covered.
PRINCE2 Handbook Mar 29 2022
PRINCE2 Study Guide Sep 03 2022 Everything you need to pass the PRINCE2 with flying colors The PRINCE2
Study Guide, Second Edition, offers comprehensive preparation for the latest PRINCE2 exam. Covering 100 percent
of the exam objectives, this guide provides invaluable guidance that will help you master both the material and its
applications; indeed, a practice-centered approach helps you “learn by doing” to help you internalize PRINCE2
concepts on a deeper level. Although the exam is heavily focused on detailed business process, this guide’s accessible
writing and real-world approach make learning fun. Each chapter poses a common project challenge, and walks you
through the solution based on essential PRINCE2 principles. A year of FREE access to electronic study aids allows
you to study anywhere, at any time, and expert instruction throughout breaks complex topics down into easilydigestible concepts. The PRINCE2 exam is challenging, but thorough preparation is your best defense. Conceptual
knowledge is important, but it isn’t enough—knowledge is only useful if you can apply it. This book is designed as
your personal PRINCE2 coach: Master 100 percent of the PRINCE2 exam objectives Apply your knowledge to realworld workplace scenarios Test your understanding with challenging review questions Access sample questions,
electronic flashcards, and other study aids PRINCE2 is globally recognized as one of the premier project
management credentials; while less expansive than the PMP, the PRINCE2 is more intense and tightly focused on
detailed business processes. Companies around the world are in need of qualified project management professionals
to optimize processes and boost organizational performance—and the PRINCE2 certification puts you on the map as
a validated professional. If you’re ready to take on your next challenge, the PRINCE2 Study Guide, Second Edition, is
your ultimate companion for complete preparation.
Prince2(tm) 2017 Edition - A Pocket Guide Aug 02 2022 '- This Pocket Guide supplies a summary of the PRINCE2
method, to provide a quick introduction as well as a structured overview of the method; - Main target Group for this
pocket guide is anyone who wants to get to know the method PRINCE2 or a methodical approach for project

management. The book is also very useful for members of a project management team on a project using the
PRINCE2 method. Furthermore this pocket guide can be used as literature for the preparation of the PRINCE2 2017
Edition Foundation exam; - This pocket guide is based on PRINCE2 2017 Edition; - This pocket book deals with the
processes, themes and principles within project management and PRINCE2. - Tailoring PRINCE2 explains how to fit
the PRINCE2 method onto the specific project circumstances; - A complete but concise description of PRINCE2 2017
Edition, for anyone involved in projects or project management, for only 17,50!
PRINCE2 Study Guide Jul 01 2022 NOTE: The exam this book covered, PRINCE2, was retired by AXELOS in 2017
and is no longer offered. For coverage of the current exam PRINCE2: 2017 Update, please look for the latest edition
of this guide: PRINCE2 Study Guide: 2017 Update (9781119420897). As an internationally recognized certification
which focuses on the Foundation and Practitioner levels along with being recommended by the Project Management
Institute, the PRINCE2 accreditation gives a bolster to any resume. The author, David Hinde, has trained hundreds
of individuals from many different backgrounds to prepare for the PRINCE2 exams. The book provides explanations
of all parts of the PRINCE2 approach, lots of practical examples, and a whole range of mock examination questions
to test your knowledge. Explains all the PRINCE2 themes, processes, principles, roles and management products for
the very latest version of PRINCE2 (PRINCE2 2009 Edition) Features full coverage of all Foundation and
Practitioner level exam objectives Presents real–world scenarios, showing how the method is used in business and the
public sector Includes challenging review questions and electronic flashcards to sharpen your knowledge Covers tips
and techniques for tackling the PRINCE2 accreditation examinations and shows you how and where to take the
exams Incorporates over 300 sample Foundation-level and over 100 sample Practitioner-level questions, with answers
and full explanations Contains a glossary of all PRINCE2 terminology and a quick reference to all the PRINCE2
management products Gives a web link to a set of on-line tools with more bonus exams PRINCE2 Study Guide covers
all the necessary topics you need to know in order to confidently take the PRINCE2 Foundation and Practitioner
exams.
PRINCE2 Pocketbook Oct 24 2021 Supersedes 2005 edition (pack of 10) (ISBN 9780113309795). Single copy also
available (ISBN 9780113311996)
The Concise PRINCE2® Oct 31 2019 A handy study and revision guide for anyone about to take their PRINCE2(R)
examination.
PRINCE2 For Dummies Aug 22 2021 Whatever your project - no matter how big or small - PRINCE2 For Dummies,
2009 Edition is the perfect guide to using this project management method to help ensure its success. Fully updated
with the 2009 practice guidelines, this book will take you through every step of a project - from planning and
establishing roles to closing and reviewing - offering practical and easy-to-understand advice on using PRINCE2. It
also shows how to use the method when approaching the key concerns of project management, including setting up
effective controls, managing project risk, managing quality and controlling change. PRINCE2 allows you to divide
your project into manageable chunks, so you can make realistic plans and know when resources will be needed.
PRINCE2 For Dummies, 2009 Edition provides you with a comprehensive guide to its systems, procedures and
language so you can run efficient and successful projects. PRINCE2 For Dummies, 2009 Edition includes: Part I:
How PRINCE Can Help You - Chapter 1: So What's a Project Method and Why Do I Need to Use One? - Chapter 2:
Outlining the Structure of PRINCE2 - Chapter 3: Getting Real Power from PRINCE2 Part II: Working Through
Your Project - Chapter 4: Checking the Idea Before You Start - Chapter 5: Planning the Whole Project: Initiation Chapter 6: Preparing for a Stage in the Project - Chapter 7: Controlling a Stage - Chapter 8: Building the
Deliverables - the Work of the Teams - Chapter 9: Finishing the Project - Chapter 10: Running Effective Project
Boards Part III: Help with PRINCE Project Management - Chapter 11: Producing and Updating the Business Case Chapter 12: Deciding Roles and Responsibilities - Chapter 13: Managing Project Quality - Chapter 14: Planning the
Project, Stages, and Work Packages - Chapter 15: Managing Project Risk - Chapter 16: Controlling Change and
Controlling Versions - Chapter 17: Monitoring Progress and Setting Up Effective Controls Part IV: The Part of Tens
- Chapter 18: Ten Ways to Make PRINCE Work Well - Chapter 19: Ten Tips for a Good Business Case - Chapter 20:
Ten Things for Successful Project Assurance Part V: Appendices - Appendix A: Looking into PRINCE
Qualifications - Appendix B: Glossary of the Main PRINCE2 Terms
A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide) – Seventh Edition and The Standard for
Project Management (BRAZILIAN PORTUGUESE) Mar 05 2020 PMBOK&® Guide is the go-to resource for
project management practitioners. The project management profession has significantly evolved due to emerging
technology, new approaches and rapid market changes. Reflecting this evolution, The Standard for Project
Management enumerates 12 principles of project management and the PMBOK&® Guide &– Seventh Edition is
structured around eight project performance domains.This edition is designed to address practitioners' current and
future needs and to help them be more proactive, innovative and nimble in enabling desired project outcomes.This

edition of the PMBOK&® Guide:•Reflects the full range of development approaches (predictive, adaptive, hybrid,
etc.);•Provides an entire section devoted to tailoring the development approach and processes;•Includes an expanded
list of models, methods, and artifacts;•Focuses on not just delivering project outputs but also enabling outcomes;
and• Integrates with PMIstandards+™ for information and standards application content based on project type,
development approach, and industry sector.
Effective Project Management Jan 15 2021 Effective Project Management; The PRINCE2 method book is the
official guide for the PRINCE2 Foundation and Practitioner exams. They are the first steps to becoming an effective
project manager and gain your project management professional certification.
PRINCE2(R) Editie 2017 - Pocket Guide Oct 12 2020
PRINCE2 Agile (Dutch Edition) Dec 26 2021 The PRINCE2 Agile guide supports a new qualification which is being
offered as an extension for those who already hold a PRINCE2 Practitioner qualification. PRINCE2 Agile is the most
up-to-date and relevant view of agile project management methodologies and the only framework covering a wide
range of agile concepts, including SCRUM, Kanban and Lean Startup
Managing successful projects with PRINCE2 Jun 19 2021 This book provides a universally applicable project
management method - the principles, processes and techniques that enable individuals and organisations successfully
to deliver their projects within time, cost and quality constraints. This new edition has been designed to place more
emphasis on the principles that underpin successful project management and to provide clear guidance on how to
apply these principles to the organisational context within which projects are operating.
An introduction to PRINCE2 Nov 12 2020 The 2009 edition of Managing Successful Projects with PRINCE2
represents an evolution of the previous manuals. The basic methodology remains, but by building on comments from
users, this new manual aims to be more accessible and easier to tailor for specific individual needs. The new Directing
Successful Projects with PRINCE2 is aimed at supporting the senior manager responsible for a project, specifically
those managers undertaking an executive role on a project for the first time.
PRINCE2® 2017 Edition – A Pocket Guide Apr 17 2021
Prince2(r) in Dutch: A Pocket Guide Jun 07 2020 'Dit boek beschrijft de methode CATS RVM, waarin middels
realisatie- en verificatiemanagement de relatie wordt gelegd tussen contractmanagement en project- en
servicemanagement. De methode CATS RVM is toe te passen binnen publieke en private organisaties, bij
opdrachtgevers en leveranciers.
ISO 21500 Guidance on project management – A Pocket Guide Jul 09 2020 This pocket guide explains the content
and the practical use of ISO 21500 - Guidance on project management, the latest international standard for project
management, and the first of a family of ISO standards for project, portfolio and program management. ISO 21500
is meant for senior managers and project sponsors to better understand project management and to properly support
projects, for project managers and their team members to have a reference for comparing their projects to others and
it can be used as a basis for the development of national standards. This pocket guide provides a quick introduction
as well as a structured overview of this guidance and deals with the key issues within project management: • Roles
and responsibilities • Balancing the project constraints • Competencies of project personnel All ISO 21500 subject
groups (themes) are explained: Integration, Stakeholder, Scope, Resource, Time, Cost, Risk, Quality, Procurement
and Communication. A separate chapter explains the comparison between, ISO 21500 and PMBOK® Guide
PRINCE2, Agile, Lean, Six Sigma and other methods, practices and models. Finally, it provides a high level
description of how ISO 21500 can be applied in practice using a generic project life cycle. Proper application of this
new globally accepted project management guideline will support organizations and individuals in growing their
project management maturity consistently to a professional level.
Scrum – A Pocket Guide Dec 14 2020 This pocket guide is the one book to read for everyone who wants to learn
about Scrum. The book covers all roles, rules and the main principles underpinning Scrum, and is based on the Scrum
Guide Edition 2013. A broader context to this fundamental description of Scrum is given by describing the past and
the future of Scrum. The author, Gunther Verheyen, has created a concise, yet complete and passionate reference
about Scrum. The book demonstrates his core view that Scrum is about a journey, a journey of discovery and fun. He
designed the book to be a helpful guide on that journey. Ken Schwaber, Scrum co-creator says that this book
currently is the best available description of Scrum around. The book combines some rare characteristics: • It
describes Scrum in its entirety, yet places it in a broader context (of past and future). • The author focuses on the
subject, Scrum, in a way that it truly supports the reader. The book has a language and style in line with the
philosophy of Scrum. • The book shows the playfulness of Scrum. David Starr and Ralph Jocham, Professional
Scrum trainers and early agile adopters, say that this is the ultimate book to be advised as follow-up book to the
students they teach Scrum to and to teams and managers of organizations that they coach Scrum to.
The Concise Prince2 Feb 25 2022 The only PRINCE2(R) checklist you'll ever need! Written by a former Chief

Examiner for PRINCE2(R), this pocket guide contains all you need to prompt your memory at the crucial time. It is
laid out in a clear and comprehensible format with helpful diagrams and tables
Prince2 Agile an Implementation Pocket Guide Nov 05 2022 The hands-on guide that you need to successfully deliver
your projects within the PRINCE2 Agile framework PRINCE2 Agile: An Implementation Pocket Guide explains how
the structured, management-driven PRINCE2 project governance framework is able to work cohesively with teamdriven, quality-focused, responsive Agile methods. It provides a clear explanation of how these two approaches
combine to provide the governance, due diligence and accountability that senior management requires, as well as the
responsiveness and flexibility that project delivery teams need in order to do their jobs most effectively. PRINCE2
Agile: An Implementation Pocket Guide supplements the official AXELOS PRINCE2 Agile guide, giving you step-bystep advice for implementing PRINCE2 Agile for every project type in your organisation . It is as valuable for
established PRINCE2 organisations as it is for organisations with no formal governance structure; as relevant for
organisations that deliver traditional waterfall projects as it is for those experienced in Agile methods. The guide also
includes targeted questions and customised guidance to align with the specific needs of your organisation and your
projects. Product overview PRINCE2 Agile: An Implementation Pocket Guide explains the PRINCE2 Agile
framework in practical terms with project-specific guidance on how to implement it - especially valuable for those
who need a readily available reference source to supplement the official PRINCE2 Agile guide. Most importantly,
PRINCE2 Agile: An Implementation Pocket Guide adheres to one of the core principles of PRINCE2 Agile by
providing flexible options in each scenario to allow you to implement the processes, tools and structures that are best
suited to the specific needs of your project and your organisation. Contents Chapter 1: Overview of PRINCE2
describes the key elements of the PRINCE2 governance framework; Chapter 2: Overview of Agile describes the most
common Agile methods that are used for project delivery; Chapter 3: Overview of PRINCE2 Agile describes how
these two approaches are combined into a unified project governance and delivery framework with a focus on the
benefits that this integrated approach provides; Chapter 4: Five Keys to PRINCE2 Agile Success identifies the five
most important factors for you to consider when implementing PRINCE2 Agile; Chapters 5 to 9 provide step-by-step,
project-specific guidance for implementing PRINCE2 in your organisation; and Chapter 10: Further Expansion of
PRINCE2 Agile offers an approach for expanding your use of PRINCE2 Agile beyond project work. PRINCE2 Agile:
An Implementation Pocket Guide is intended for anyone who is impacted by a PRINCE2 Agile project, either directly
as a project team member or indirectly, such as customer service, quality assurance and project administration. Used
in conjunction with the AXELOS official PRINCE2 Agile guide, this book will provide you with realistic and
achievable approaches for implementing a PRINCE2 Agile framework that can consistently deliver responsive, highvalue project outcomes in your organisation. About the author Jamie Lynn Cooke has 25 years' experience as a senior
business analyst, project manager and solutions consultant, working with over 130 public and private sector
organisations throughout Australia, Canada and the United States. She is a Certified Scrum Product Owner and
Certified ScrumMaster who has worked with Agile methods since 2003, is a signatory to the Agile Manifesto, has
attended numerous Agile seminars, and has worked with prominent consultants to promote Agile methods to
organisations worldwide."
Agile for responsive organizations - A Pocket Guide Apr 05 2020 Agile is a philosophy that ensures business results,
especially in this rapidly changing world. The foundation for the focus on result is based on continuous improvement
of customer satisfaction, Customer Excellence! The ideas originated in the world of software development, but is
more widely applicable.This book is about applying Agile from team level to the level of the whole organization. It is
the guide in the transformation to a structured Agile way of working and a reference for those who already are Agile
and want to take it to the next step.The book provides a good foundation for the `Certify to inspire 'program of the
Agile Consortium with certification at the level of Agile Foundation, Practitioner and Master.This pocket guide is
intended for anyone who is, or will get involved in the transformation to Agile. The book is particularly aimed at
managers, team members and coaches.Topics covered: Agile at organization level; Agile (project) management,
Scrum combined with PRINCE2®, measuring the transformation, coaching styles, Agile, Lean and continuous
improvement, distributed teams, directing self-organizing teams, Agile and governance, and of course the book
contains many practical tips.The authors are Certified Agile Masters and their years of experience with Agile
transformations are brought together in this book. The answers to the many questions of managers, teams and others
are also included in this book. The result is a convenient and practical overview of the Agile approach from team-level
up to organizational level as well as the main issues that you encounter in the transformation to an agile organization.
Prince2 (R) 6de Editie - Pocket Guide Nov 24 2021 'Deze pocket guide geeft een snelle introductie in en een
gestructureerd overzicht van de methode PRINCE2(R) 6de Editie. Deze pocket guide is bedoeld voor iedereen die de
PRINCE2-methode wil leren kennen en voor al diegenen die betrokken zijn bij een project dat de methode
PRINCE2(R) gebruikt. Verder kan deze pocket guide uitstekend worden gebruikt ter voorbereiding van het

PRINCE2(R) Foundation examen. Deze pocket guide is gebaseerd op de PRINCE2(R) 6de Editie en beschrijft de
processen, thema's, principes, technieken en managementproducten van deze methodiek. Tevens beschrijft deze
pocket guide hoe de methode PRINCE2(R) kan worden toegesneden op de specifieke projectomstandigheden in zowel
kleine projecten, projecten binnen programma's, projecten met externe leveranciers en projecten in een agile
omgeving. Deze pocket guide geeft een volledige maar beknopte beschrijving van de PRINCE2(R) 6de Editie. Een
complete, maar beknopte en handzame gids over PRINCE2 6de Editie, voor iedereen die is betrokken bij projecten of
projectmanagement, voor slechts 17,50!
A Pocket Guide for Project Managers Jun 27 2019 Organizations can deliver projects that are on time, are within
budget, and produce the results they are intended to -and it starts with project managers. Author Michael J. Bettigole,
who has painstakingly studied the patterns and circumstances surrounding project success and failure, shares
strategies to help project managers on the front lines accomplish their objectives. In a clear, concise format, he shares
best practices so project managers can demonstrate their expertise and distinguish themselves as leaders in the field.
He also explores how project managers can - improve communication with members of the team; - keep team
members accountable; - provide assistance to fi x problems; and - pick the management style that works best.
Organized by the topics that most directly affect project delivery-accountability, transparency, communication,
governance, control, leadership, and tools-the advice is simple and easy to put into action. Numerous case studies on
projects that succeeded and on those that went wrong help organizations duplicate victories and avoid pitfalls.
Whether you're a project manager or someone higher up in the organization, you can gather the tools you need to
help your team get the job done right with A Pocket Guide for Project Managers.
Prince2 Foundation Training Manual Dec 02 2019 Thank you for reading our PRINCE2 Foundation Training
Manual. The main objective of this book is to provide an easy-to-read and easy-to-understand PRINCE2(R)
Foundation training manual. The official PRINCE2 manual, "Managing Successful Projects with PRINCE2," is an
excellent reference manual, but it is not a training manual and should not be used as one, as it is very difficult to
comprehend and understand if you are new to project management. The official PRINCE2 manual also covers the
complete Practitioner Syllabus, and it's impossible to know which parts are just focused on the PRINCE2 Foundation
syllabus, so you have to read everything, which is not good if you are just studying for the foundation exam.
Henceforth, this book is meant to be (and is) an easy introduction to PRINCE2 based on the Foundation syllabus, and
it's quickly becoming the most read book for people wishing to learn about PRINCE2 and prepare for the foundation
exam.
ISO 21500 Guidance on project management - A Pocket Guide Jan 03 2020 This pocket guide explains the content and
the practical use of ISO 21500 - Guidance on project management, the latest international standard for project
management, and the first of a family of ISO standards for project, portfolio and program management. ISO 21500
is meant for senior managers and project sponsors to better understand project management and to properly support
projects, for project managers and their team members to have a reference for comparing their projects to others and
it can be used as a basis for the development of national standards.This pocket guide provides a quick introduction as
well as a structured overview of this guidance and deals with the key issues within project management: Roles and
responsibilities Balancing the project constraints Competencies of project personnelAll ISO 21500 subject groups
(themes) are explained: Integration, Stakeholder, Scope, Resource, Time, Cost, Risk, Quality, Procurement and
Communication.A separate chapter explains the comparison between, ISO 21500 and PMBOK® Guide PRINCE2,
Agile, Lean, Six Sigma and other methods, practices and models.Finally, it provides a high level description of how
ISO 21500 can be applied in practice using a generic project life cycle.Proper application of this new globally accepted
project management guideline will support organizations and individuals in growing their project management
maturity consistently to a professional level.
PRINCE2: A Practical Handbook Feb 13 2021 PRINCE2 (Projects In Controlled Environments) is the new standard
project management method for government IT departments & is increasingly being used by both public & private
sector companies. This book offers an overview of its methodology.
ISO 21500 Guidance on project management - A Pocket Guide Aug 10 2020 This pocket guide explains the content and
the practical use of ISO 21500 - Guidance on project management, the latest international standard for project
management, and the first of a family of ISO standards for project, portfolio and program management. ISO 21500
is meant for senior managers and project sponsors to better understand project management and to properly support
projects, for project managers and their team members to have a reference for comparing their projects to others and
it can be used as a basis for the development of national standards.This pocket guide provides a quick introduction as
well as a structured overview of this guidance and deals with the key issues within project management: Roles and
responsibilities Balancing the project constraints Competencies of project personnelAll ISO 21500 subject groups
(themes) are explained: Integration, Stakeholder, Scope, Resource, Time, Cost, Risk, Quality, Procurement and

Communication.A separate chapter explains the comparison between, ISO 21500 and PMBOK® Guide PRINCE2,
Agile, Lean, Six Sigma and other methods, practices and models.Finally, it provides a high level description of how
ISO 21500 can be applied in practice using a generic project life cycle.Proper application of this new globally accepted
project management guideline will support organizations and individuals in growing their project management
maturity consistently to a professional level.
Prince2 for Beginners Jul 21 2021 LEARN:: Project Management via PRINCE2 for Beginners for Self Study and
Foundation Exam PRINCE2 (PRojects IN Controlled Environments) is a widely used method for managing projects,
particularly in the United Kingdom as well as in other countries. I wrote this book to develop the reader's working
knowledge of all aspects of PRINCE2, with the goal of providing a truly useful self-study manual for the PRINCE2
Foundation qualification. The book is based on the most recent revisions to the method made in 2009, so it's as
current as any other resource on the market today. I have written this guide as an efficient self-study manual that
presents what you need to grasp the fundamentals of PRINCE2 and understand it as a logical system. It is specifically
aimed at readers who are studying for the Foundation qualification and want to get the most out of their study time.
Although anything in this book can appear on the examination, certain parts of the method show up repeatedly, so at
the end of the chapter you will find a list of the concepts you should review more intensively, along with study tips and
tricks. In the second part of the book you will find 75 sample test questions, followed by a separate section giving the
answers and which element of the method each question is taken from. This way, you can focus on a particular area
of PRINCE2 where you need to do more work. INSIDE:: PRINCE2 for Beginners Book Inside this book you'll
discover: The 7 PRINCIPLES - Business Case Organization Quality Plans Risk Change Progress The 7 PROCESSES
- Starting Up a Project Directing a Project Initiating a Project Managing a Stage Boundary Controlling a Stage
Managing Product Delivery Closing a Project Tailoring to the Environment THE PRINCE2 FOUNDATION
EXAMINATION - Foundation Examination Questions Answers and Chapter References
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